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Four-year-olds were Ss in a partial replication of an experiment that had used 
oddity-problem training to successfully induce conservation 01' length in 5-year-olds. 
Training in the present study was successful: a group given knowledge of results on each 
trial responded to the length cue significantly more often than did an uninformed group. 
However, neither group evidenced conservation of length on a transfer test. Failure of 
the present training to induce conservation was predicted by arecent theory of 
conservation. Hypotheses specifying an identity of processes underlying discrimination 
and conservation are presented. 

A necessary condition for the 
conservation of, say, length is that the 
infom1ation for length be discriminated 
from other properties of the stimulus dis
play. For instance, judgments of whether 
two sticks are equivalent in length must 
disregard the colors. shapes. end 
a1ignments, orientations, etc., of the sticks. 
Length, an example of what 1. J. Gibson 
(1966) calls a space-distributed stimulus 
property, must be differentiated from a11 
other coincident, conflicting, and 
confounding properties if it is to be 
conserved. 

While it seems true on logical grounds 
that differentiation of length is required 
for its conservation, it is not so dear 
whether differentiation is a sufficient 
condition. The most pertinent research on 
the question is Gelman 's (1967) doctoral 
thesis (also in Gelman, 1969). Children 
(M = 5 years, 4 months) identified on 
pretests as nonconservers of number, 
length, and amount were presented oddity 
problems requiring the discrimination of 
length on half of the trials and number on 
the remainder. Solution of the problems 
required that color, a1ignment. orientation, 
spacing, and shape be ignored. A group 
given knowledge of results on each trial 
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solved the oddity problems at a high rate 
and conserved both length and number 
(and also an1ount) on posttests. A group 
not given knowledge of results evidenced 
little learning and almost no conservation 
on posttests. 

Gelman 's results support the hypothesis 
that differentiation of the property of 
length is sufficient for conservation of 
length. Hence, the hypothesis can be 
formulated that age is relatively 
unimportant for conservation of length 
com pared to differentiation of the 
property of length. This hypo thesis was 
tested in the present study by partially 
replicating Gelman's training procedure 
with a group of children about a year 
younger than those used by Gelman. 

SUBJECTS AND 
CONSERV A nON TESTS 

Twenty children ranging from 3 years, 
6 months to 5 years (M '" 4 years, 
3 months) were identified as nonconservers 
of length. Briefly, two sticks of equal 
lengths were presented parallel to each 
other with their ends a1igned. TIle children 
were asked whether the sticks were of the 
same or different lengths. C orrect response 
was followed by movement of one stick so 
that the two were no longer end-aligned, 
and the question was repeated. Five tests 
of length conservation were given each 
child, with colors and lengths of sticks 
varying across tests. The children were 
asked to explain their answers when the 
stick ends were not a1igned. None of the 20 
children c1assified as nonconservers gave a 
single conservation response on the 
pretests. The same procedures were 
followed on posttests administered to all 
children the day after training. 

TRAINING 
The children were assigned randomly to 

two equal groups. Both groups received the 
same 16 six-trial problems requiring 
response to the odd-Iength stick. One 
group (informed) was given knowledge of 
results after each trial (and a trinket when 

correet). \\hilc the uther grUlIp 
(uninformed) was not giwn knowlcdge uf 
results. 55 in the uninformcd group \\crc 
promised a priLc at thc elld if thc~ dill 
weil. Eaeh trial consisted 01' prescntatloll clf 
three sticks. two of WlllCh wcre iden tie'al 
lengths. On half of the trials thc qllestion. 
"Show me the two sticks whieh are thc 
same length" was asked: on Ihe remaining 
half the question was. "Show me the stick 
that's a different length." 

Each of the 16 problems was 
characteriled by one eombination 01' thc 
variables: stick arrangement. color. 
diameter. lengths. and shape. There were 
six trials within eaeh problem. Trial I was 
always set up so that response to either 
length or end alignrnent wOlild be correet. 
On Trials 2-5.length and orientation orend 
alignment were conf1ieting wes: response 
to either of the latter would not spccify 
the odd length. On Trial (, end alignment 
and orientation did not differentiate among 
the sticks (cL Gelman'. 1969. for a fuller 
description) . 

RESULTS 
Training 

A 2 (groups) by 16 (problems) by (, 
(trials) ANOV A performed on the number 
of correct responses found only one 
significant source 01' variance: groups 
(F=29.60, df=ljl8. p<.OI). Mean 
correct responses on 96 trials were 61.5 
and 28.9 for the informed and uninformed 
groups, respectively. 

Posttest 
None of the children in either group 

made a single conservation response on the 
five posttest trials. 

DISCUSSION 
Gelman's finding that training Ss to 

discriminate length induced conservation 
of length was not replicated. There were 
two major differences between the studies: 
(1) Gelman's Ss were about I year older 
than the present Ss, and (2) Gelman 
interspersed number-relevant training trials 
with length-relevant trials. 

Ihe second difference may be crucial. 
Halford (1970) argues that conservation of 
length is intrinsically related to 
conservation of quantity. Indeed, except 
that number rather than length is the 
subject of his example, Halford directly 
anticipated the present results: '"Gelman's 
training procedure encouraged Ss to 
respond sometimes on the basis of length 
of the array and sometimes on the basis of 
number of objects, since length and 
number problems were interspersed. If 
Gelman's interpretation is valid, the 
optimal procedure would seem to be to 
train Ss exclusively to respund to the 
number of objects, since length is merely 
an irrelevant dimension. On the basis of the 
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present theory, however, Ss should be 
trained to respond to changes in both 
length and number, in order to obtain a 
maximally complete classifieation of 
possibilities [po 315]." The present results 
are clearly in keeping with Halford's thesis 
that training to differentiate only the 
eonservation-relevant eue is insufficient for 
the acquisition of conservati6n. 

While the results support Halford's 
position, another interpretation is possible. 
Although the informed group performed 
significantly better in training than did the 
uninformed group, the former may not 
have fully differentiated the property of 
length. Over the last half of training, the 
informed group was correct on 68% of the 
trials. The analogous group in Gelman's 
study responded correctly on 94% of 
length-relevant trials over the last half of 
training. Two hypotheses are suggested by 
this comparison. First, a comrnon 
differentiating ability may underlie 
performance on problems requlfmg 
discrimination and conservation of a 
stimulus property. While fairly reliable 
discrimination of a stimulus property 
might occur without its full differentiation, 
high-level discrimination performance (say, 
85% correct) is coincident with 
conservation of the stimulus property. 
Second, the differentiation of stimulus 

properties which permits their 
discrimination and conservation normally 
develops with age. 

The two hypotheses taken together 
imply a stimulus-oriented conception of 
development (E. J. Gibson, 1969). Further, 
these hypotheses are contrary to the 
widely held opinion that the conservations 
reflect more complex processes than do 
those involved in discrimination. Rather 
than I1UmmlZmg the complexity of 
conservation, however, the hypotheses 
suggest that discrimination of a 
space-distributed stimulus property, such 
as length, is a developmental acquisition. 
Research testing both hypotheses is under 
way in our laboratory. 
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The experiment was designed to compare two within-Ss designs wilh the 
between-groups design generally used in Byrne's interpersonal attraction research. Ss 
reeeived three agreeing strangers (having 4, 8, or 16 similar attitudes to the Ss) 
consecutively and evaluated each stranger after reading his attitudes. Other Ss received all 
three strangers simultaneously and then evaluated each stranger. Whereas Ss in the 
successive-stranger design did not give significantly different attraction scores to the three 
strangers, for the Ss in the simultaneous-stranger design there was a significant effect 
attributable to the number of similar attitudes (p < .05). 

In his earliest formulation of his theory 
of interpersonal attraetion, Byrne (I 961) 
proposed that attraction toward astranger 
increases as the similarity between the S 
and the stranger increases. Extending this 
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conceptualization, Eyrne (1962) suggested 
that attraetion toward a stranger i~ 
determined by the number of rewards 
relative to the number of punishments 
received from the stranger, but it was 

realized that this result eould be attributed 
to either the proportion of sirnilar attitudes 
or the number of sirnilar attitudes. Byrne & 
Nelson (1965) pursued this research by 
testing the hypothesis that attraction 
toward astranger is a positive func!ion of 
the proportion of positive reinforcements 
received by the S from the stranger. They 
employed a 4 by 3 factorial design, with 
three numbers of positive reinforcements, 
or sirnilar attitudes between the Ss and the 
stranger (4, 8, and 16), and four levels of 
the proportion of positive reinforcements 
(1.00, .67, .50, and .33). They found, as 
hypothesized, that the effeet due to the 
number of similar attitudes was 
nonsignificant, OOt the proportion effect 
was highly significant (p<.oo I). Thus, 
proportion rather than number of similar 
attitudes was the effective stimulus variable 
in this between-groups design. Byrne & 
Rhamey (I965) and Byrne & Clore (in 
press) further refined mathematically this 
relationship between interpersonal 
attraction and proportion of positive 
reinforcements by including weighting 
faetors for differentially weighted positive 
and negative reinforcers. The weighting 
factor was designed to take into 
consideration the effeet of reinforcement 
magnitude. 

In all of this research, between-groups 
designs were used. No S was required to 
evaluate more than one stranger. In 
within-groups designs, there are two ways 
in which Ss ean evaluate more than One 
stranger in the course of the experiment. 
With a "suceessive"-stranger design, a S 
sees information about and evaluates 
Str anger 1 prio r to recelvrng any 
information about Stranger 2, ete. In this 
case, the fmt stranger that the Ss evaluate 
represents a between-groups design. In a 
"simultane ous" -stranger design, a S 
receives a11 of the information from all of 
the strangers and then proeeeds to evaluate 
the strangers individually. With this design, 
the S can make comparisons between the 
strangers and form his evaluation of each 
stranger on the basis of these comparisons. 
Obviously, Ss in a sueeessive design can 
compare from memory later strangers to 
earlier ones. The suceessive-stranger design 
more nearly approximates the 
between-groups design employed in earlier 
work than does the simultaneous-stranger 
design. Thus, the results of a 
simultaneous-stranger design may not be 
totally consistent with between-grou ps 
results. Specifically, it is hypothesized that 
when only the number of sirnilar attitudes 
is varied, in a simultaneous-stranger design, 
attraction toward the several strangers is a 
positive function of the number of 
attitudes. In a sueeessive-stranger design, 
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